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Abstract

formation that can be obtained real-time? These are the
questions we will address in this paper.
We demonstrate our approach using local functions
on document clustering using the de facto standard
algorithm—k-means. In this case, the multiple local
user-centric functions transform k-means into a flow algorithm, with each local function measuring a flow. Our
results show that these flows evolve very differently from
the global objective function, and in particular, may often
converge quickly at many local sites. Using this property,
we are able to extract useful information considerably
earlier than the time taken by k-means to converge to its
final state.
We believe that such pragmatic approaches will have
to be taken in order to manage systems performing analytics on large volumes of unstructured data.

The past decade has witnessed an astonishing growth
in unstructured information in enterprises. The commercial value locked in enterprise unstructured information is being increasingly recognized. Accordingly, a
range of textual document analytics—clustering, classification, taxonomy generation, provenance, etc.— have
taken center stage as a potential means to manage this
explosive growth in unstructured enterprise information,
and unlock its value.
Several analytics are time-intensive: the time taken to
complete processing the increasingly large volumes of
data is significantly more than real-time. However, users
are increasingly demanding real-time services that rely
on such time-intensive analytics. There is clearly a tension between the aforementioned two developments.
In light of the preceding, vendors increasingly realize
that while an analytic may take a longer time to converge, they need to extract useful information from it
in real-time. Furthermore, this information has to be
application-driven. In other words, it is often not an option to simply “wait until the analytic has finished running:” they must start providing the user with information while the analytic is still running. In summary, there
is an emerging stress in Enterprise Information Management (EIM) on application-driven real-time information
being extracted from time-intensive analytics.
A priori, it is not clear what could be extracted from an
analytic that has yet to complete, and whether any such
information would be useful. As of the present, there is
little or no research literature on this problem: it is generally assumed that all of the information from an analytic
will be available upon its completion.
We present an approach to this problem that is based
on decomposing the objective function of the analytic,
which is a global function that determines the progress of
the analytic, into multiple local, user-centric functions.
How can we construct meaningful local functions? How
can such functions be measured? How do these functions
evolve with time? Do these functions encode useful in-

1
1.1

Introduction
Enterprise Information Management

Enterprises spend billions of dollars annually to manage
unstructured information; namely information that exists
mostly as text in documents having multiple formats, but
no fixed schema (unlike, say, a database which is queried
using SQL). These documents reside on desktops, laptops, email exchanges, web and file servers, wikis, and
sharepoint repositories. This segment of enterprise information is growing much faster than structured information, and already it is estimated that 70% of all information in an enterprise exists in unstructured formats.
Due to the lack of structure, managing unstructured
information poses unique challenges. Currently, major
drivers for these management efforts include applications such as eDiscovery, compliance requirements for
different categories of documents necessitated by new
laws such as HIPAA, IT management operations, document searches made by employees in various capacities,
sales force support needs, and a host of other applica1
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tions. Analytics1 of various types—clustering, classification, taxonomy extraction, to name a few prominent
ones—are generally regarded as the primary techniques
that will help meet these challenges and enable such applications. Analytics for enterprise unstructured information, viewed through the prism of end-user applications, form the broad context for our work.

1.2

usually think in terms of objective functions. Rather,
they have more application-centric concerns.
Our approach is to try to “partition” the global objective function into local functions that are user and
application-centric, and that capture what the user might
be interested in from the analytic. Then, we will try to
measure these local functions. The hope is that while
the global objective function captures the overall convergence behavior of the analytic, these local functions
might already start yielding information to the user that
is precisely of the form that they are interested in. The
idea is that while the global state of the analytic is determined by the global objective function, the evolution
of local states might be tracked using our local functions. These local functions, if they are appropriately
constructed, might give users information that they can
start acting upon immediately. Furthermore, by viewing the analytic as a conglomeration of locally evolving
states, we can provide information to the user “piecemeal” instead of all at once, especially since that more
accurately reflects how the user will digest the information anyway.

Emerging Problem: Real-Time Extraction of Information

Analytics, generally speaking, uncover relationships in
unstructured information. The greater the volume of the
information, the more time it takes for an analytic to process the information, and extract relationships. Workflows in enterprise information management are increasingly complex, and require analytics inputs at various
stages. These stages are pipelined together. Users of
these applications demand the ability to perform workflows in near real-time: any application that requires the
user to “wait until the current stage completes” is a significant dent on market acceptance.
Therefore, on the one hand, analytics are needed to
enable applications that require unstructured information
management at scale. On the other hand, the time taken
by a particular analytic to complete at scale prevents its
use in the application.
In light of the above catch-22 situation, there has been
a great deal of attention devoted to making analytics
run faster. We wish, instead, to highlight an emerging
paradigm: vendors are increasingly trying to obtain “just
enough” information from an analytic that can satisfy the
current need of the user, and enable them to move to the
next stage of their workflow. In other words, they want
to provide enough information to the user that hides the
actual run time of the analytic from them. The analytic
may well take significantly longer to complete, but how
can we extract useful application-enabling information
from it in near real-time? As of now, there is little or
no work on this question, and to our knowledge we are
the first to frame it explicitly. We believe that this question will become increasingly important as the scales of
unstructured information grow.

1.3

Our Approach:
Functions

1.4

Contributions

Our main contributions are sketched below:
1. We frame the question of real-time piece-by-piece
extraction of information from time-intensive analytics.
We believe that this question will be increasingly important in the future, given the explosive growth of unstructured information.
2. We present a novel approach to the problem above,
based on inspecting analytics algorithms locally using
user-defined functions.
3. We work out our approach for an important
analytic—text clustering—that is key to several EIM applications.

2

Key Idea: Defining User-Centric Objectives with Local Functions

As stated in the introduction, most analytics are defined
in terms of an objective function that is to be maximized/minimized over the course of the run-time of the
analytic. For example, k-means clustering is often defined as follows. Given m data-points x = {x1 , . . . , xm },
each of which is a d-dimensional vector, find k “means”
µ = {µ1 , . . . , µk }, also d-dimensional, such that the following objective function is minimized.

Local User-Centric

Most analytics try to optimize (usually minimize or maximize) some global objective function. For example,
clustering tries to minimize the sum of distances of documents to cluster centroids. However, these objective
functions are mathematical objects: end-users do not

m

E(x, µ) = ∑ L(xi , µ j ),

(1)

i=1

where µ j is the closest of the k means to xi in terms of
the norm L.

1 An analytic is, broadly, a functionality that examines data, analyzes it, and draws inference based upon the results of the analysis.
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Semantic Flow Between
Clusters

We may write the function above as a sum of sums:
each outer sum would pertain to a single µ j . Thus,
m

k

E(x, µ) = ∑ ∑ L(xi , µ j ),

1

2

(2)

i=1 j=1

where the inner sum is over all data-points that are closest to µ j . The general form of the objective function then
becomes “optimize some global function (the sum, in the
case above) of local pieces.” A “local piece” here is the
inner sum that pertains only to a single cluster, and therefore can be computed locally at each cluster.
Moreover, as noted earlier, objective functions such as
(1) are far from the mind of the end-user of an analytic.
The user is concerned with something that describes the
problem from their perspective. The enterprise user frequently wants to associate some meaning to the information that the analytic extracts as it runs.
Can we then, partition the objective function into local
pieces, with the additional desideratum of making each
local piece pertain to the user’s requirements? How do
these local functions converge? Do they all converge uniformly, at the same rate as the global function, or do they
display non-uniform convergence behavior? Do a majority of them converge quickly, well before the convergence of the global objective function? These are some
of the questions our empirical work will try to uncover.
At this time, we will empirically analyze, in some detail, our chosen example analytic—document clustering
with k-means. We choose document clustering with kmeans because it is arguably the first analytic that a user
might want to run in a large number of enterprise applications. Most EIM vendors today offer the ability to
cluster a user’s data, but several applications which could
potentially use this clustering do not do so since it takes
considerably longer than real-time to finish clustering a
large dataset. In summary, we are aware of several applications that need clustering, but currently rely on a static,
older clustering of the data instead of allowing the user
to dynamically cluster data as they proceed through their
workflow. We show how our approach can mitigate this
situation, and how we can instrument k-means with local user-centric functions to extract near real-time information that is useful to the user at their current stage of
workflow.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the view of k-means through local functions: k-means is a set of pairwise flows, most
of which abate early. Once flows to and from a cluster
have abated—as has happened to Cluster 5—, we may
extract semantic meaning from it. This can happen very
early during run-time, long before final convergence of
k-means.

3.1

Preliminaries

We briefly provide the framework of the document representation we use. Since we are clustering text, we use
a tf-idf weighted bag-of-words vector representation for
the documents [7]. We use a standard stoplist, and remove all words that occur fewer than three times in the
corpus. As is standard, we normalize each vector to
unit length so that if two documents of different lengths
are still speaking of the same topics, they are regarded
equally [8]. Finally, we use the cosine of the angle
between the vectors as our similarity metric since it is
known to outperform metrics such as Euclidean distance
for text applications [9].
We use the random assignment version of k-means (as
opposed to Forgy), where each document is randomly
assigned a cluster at initialization. Cluster centroids are
then computed, and re-assignment of documents to the
closest (in terms of cosine similarity) cluster is done iteratively until there is no further movement of documents
between clusters.

3.2

Example: Document Clustering with kmeans

User-Centric Objectives:
Classes

Concept

A key component of our approach is to replace the focus
on the global objective function with local user-centric
functions. These functions should capture the domainspecific requirements of the user. What would such requirements be in the case of enterprise applications of
document clustering?
A large majority of EIM applications that (could) use
clustering want to understand the semantics, or “meaning” of each cluster. In other words, clustering is seen as

The k-means algorithm is ubiquitous in data mining [10].
k-means can be used at various stages in EIM: to understand high-level organization of data [2, 5, 6], to organize
search results [3], to extract semantic information such
as labels [4], and so on. k-means is also time-intensive,
and therefore a good candidate for us to demonstrate our
approach.
3
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a technique that groups the data into conceptually coherent groups, each group speaking of a coherent class of
concepts. These concepts are then used in the next stage
of the EIM pipeline: for example, they may be used in
scatter-gather type workflows (for example, some eDiscovery workflows), to create taxonomies (for records
management or classification), and so on. Therefore, the
first task in capturing the user’s requirements is to compute, from each cluster, a set of coherent concepts that it
speaks about.
3.2.1

In order to measure this “concept flow” when a document moves between cluster Ci1 and Ci2 , we measure the
presence of terms in the document that are concept labels
for Ci1 and Ci2 . By taking the difference of these two
quantities, we obtain a measure of the “concept flow” associated to the movement of the document.
We wish to measure the flow of concepts in both directions between a pair of clusters, at any iteration.
Definition 4 Let  > 0 and m < n. Let document D move
from Ci1 and Ci2 at iteration m of k-means. Let n j,D be
the number of times term t j occurs in document D. The
forward concept flow associated with the document D at
iteration m is defined as

Cluster Digests: Concept Labels

Definition 1 Define Di as the Boolean indicator variable for document inclusion into Ci . Define t j,D as the
Boolean indicator variable for term inclusion in a document.

Di [D,Ci ] =



1, if D ∈ Ci ,
t j,D [t j , D] =
0, else;

σ f [D, m] :=

n j,D .

(4)

The reverse concept flow associated with the document
D at iteration m is defined as



1, if t j ∈ D,
0, else.
(3)

σr [D, m] :=

Therefore, Di is a random variable whose arguments
are [D,Ci ]. t j,D is a random variable with arguments
[t j , D]. Therefore, for a fixed i and j, both of these are
random variables over the set of documents. In this case,
their mutual information is well defined.

∑

t j ∈Ti2

n j,D .

(5)

The total concept flow associated with the document D
at iteration m is defined as
σt [D, m] := σ f [D, m] − σr [D, m].

(6)

We also define the net quantities obtained by summing
the above over all documents that move from one cluster
to another.

Definition 2 We define I[i, j] as the mutual information
between the random variables Di and t j,D .
Conceptually, this measures the increase in (conditional) probability of a document being placed by the kmeans algorithm in cluster Ci given that it has the term
t j . In practice, we also perform thresholding: namely, we
only count those terms that occur at least five times in the
corpus in order to preclude terms that may occur only in
a few documents, all of whom land in one cluster.

Definition 5 The net forward concept flow from cluster
Ci1 to cluster Ci2 at iteration m is defined as
Σ f [i1 , i2 , m] :=

∑

D∈Ci1

σ f [D, m].

(7)

The net reverse concept flow from cluster Ci1 to cluster
Ci2 at iteration m is defined as

Definition 3 For  > 0, the  concept labels associated
to cluster Ci are the top  terms {t j } in the corpus in
descending order of I[i, j]. We denote the set of concept
labels for Ci by Ti .

3.3

∑

t j ∈Ti1

Σr [i1 , i2 , m] :=

∑

D∈Ci1

σr [D, m].

(8)

The net concept flow from cluster Ci1 to cluster Ci2 at
iteration m is defined as

Local Functions: Concept Flows

Σt [i1 , i2 , m] :=

In order to demonstrate our approach, we construct
certain functions that can be measured retroactively:
namely, measuring them requires the algorithm to have
converged. However, the empirical properties of these
functions will suggest that, indeed, these functions can
be approximated in real-time.
At each iteration of the k-means algorithm, documents
move between clusters. We wish to measure how much
information that is core to the cluster enters and leaves
each cluster as a result of this.

∑

D∈Ci1

σt [D, m].

(9)

Finally, we define the average per-cluster-pair quantities.
Definition 6 The average forward concept flow between
and ordered cluster pair at iteration m is defined as
Σ f [m] =

1
k(k − 1) i

∑

Σ f [i1 , i2 , m].

(10)

1 ,i2 ;i1 =i2
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The average reverse concept flow between an ordered
cluster pair at iteration m is defined as
Σr [m] =

1
k(k − 1) i

∑

Σr [i1 , i2 , m].

of space) immediately lead us to the following empirical
result:
1. Local functions, unlike objective functions, are
not monotone. The sequence Σt [i1 , i2 , 1], Σt [i1 , i2 , 2], . . .
shows a zig-zag behavior until it falls to zero.
2. The average flow first rises sharply, but then starts
to fall sharply after only a few (less than 5) iterations for
both datasets. Compare this to the convergence time for
each dataset (52 and 35 iterations, respectively).
3. The average reverse flow has also nearly abated by
this time (i.e., by 5 iterations).
4. In the few cases of cluster pairs where flows are
significant even after they have abated in other pairs; we
found that the clusters themselves are semantically related.
These empirical results, repeated over multiple experiments, suggest that for a large majority of clusters, the
“documents that matter” have already been placed into
their correct clusters well before final convergence of kmeans. Thus, our flow measurements uncover an “almost
everywhere convergence” of k-means well before it converges globally in terms of its objective function.
We have experimented with other values for k, and the
results are similar.

(11)

1 ,i2 ;i1 =i2

The average (net) concept flow between an ordered
cluster pair cluster at iteration m is defined as
Σt [m] =

1
k(k − 1) i

∑

Σt [i1 , i2 , m].

(12)

1 ,i2 ;i1 =i2

Notice that although we are measuring the semantic
flow, as described above, during pre-convergence iterations of k-means, we obtain the labels only after convergence. Let c denote the iteration at which k-means
converges. Then, measurement of semantic flows, with
respect to the final labels, at iteration m(< c) requires
us to wait until convergence at iteration c. However, let
us now inspect these flows carefully, and see if we may
approximate them in real-time.

4
4.1

Experimental Results
Datasets and Protocol

We used two standard benchmark datasets for document
clustering. The first is N20, the 20 Newsgroups dataset
that contains roughly 20,000 articles posted to 20 usenet
group. The articles are more or less evenly divided between the newsgroups; however some newsgroups are
highly related, while others are not. The second dataset is
REU, the Reuters-21758 dataset that has documents from
Reuters newswire having 82 primary topics. For both
datasets, we ran k-means with the “natural” number of
clusters k—namely, 20 for N20, and 82 for REU.
We ran each clustering experiment five times. Since
our results require us to examine concept flows between
specific pairs of clusters, and these pairs change from
experiment to experiment, we picked the experiment that
was most typical of the five (in terms of convergence behavior) to depict our results. The variance between experiments was minor, and the form of the results did not
change from experiment to experiment.
For the most typical experiment (as described above),
the clustering of N20 took 35 iterations, while that for
REU took 52 iterations. For each experiment, we ordered
the k(k − 1) ordered pairs of clusters by descending order
of semantic flows, summed over iterations [10, 15]. Next,
we measured the changes in semantic flow for all these
pairs as the experiment progressed. Fig. 2 shows results
for REU.

4.2

4.3

Near Real-Time Information

At this time, we can answer the question “what information can be extracted in near real-time as a result of the
properties in §4.2?”
We have seen, empirically, that local flow functions for
a majority of cluster pairs abate very quickly—between
5 and 10 iterations. At this time, we can extract concept
classes for each cluster. For a majority of the clusters,
these concept classes will continue to be accurate at convergence. The few clusters where these concept classes
change significantly can be detected by our local concept flow function measurements, and updated accordingly. In this manner, we can already provide the user
with a large proportion of the information that they desired from the analytic, but well before the analytic actually converges. In cases where k-means takes of the order
of a few minutes to complete, the time taken to provide
this information will be of the order of (tens of) seconds,
which can enable a near real-time workflow.
The key idea behind our approach is to use the “almost
everywhere convergence” to start providing local information to the user at places where such convergence has
already happened, and not wait for global convergence.
In general, in any workflow where each cluster has to
be further examined, we can supply the user with information on all the clusters that have already converged,
so that they can begin examining those. This yields several examples of enterprise workflows where local information gathered as described above can enable real-time
workflows. One example is a large eDiscovery workflow.

Properties of Concept Flows

The inspection of the graphs in Fig. 2, and the similar
graphs for N20 (which we could not show due to lack
5
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Figure 2: The ﬁrst ten graphs show the top ten semantic ﬂows for a run of k-means on REU. The Y-axis measures
ﬂows. A majority of the lower-ranked ﬂows abate much quicker, and even the highest ranked ﬂows tend to abate well
before convergence. Legends are shown only on the ﬁrst graph. The next graph is the average ﬂow, taken over all pairs
(not just the topmost). The ﬁnal graph is the total number of documents that move at each iteration of k-means. In all
graphs, the X-axis is the iteration number. For lack of space, only the experiments on REU are shown; similar results
were observed on N20.
Mid-sized eDiscovery cases frequently have to examine
a few hundred thousands of documents in a limited timeframe. For example, in early case assessment, this time
frame might be only a few weeks. If clustering is used
to organize the inspection of these documents, then the
inspection of clusters that have already converged can
begin as soon as their information is available, without
waiting for clustering to converge throughout the corpus. The larger the corpus of documents, the more time
is saved using this real-time enabled workﬂow, over a
workﬂow where the user waits for corpus-wide convergence.

where providing clusters as soon as they have converged
can enable the use to make their decision on the available
clusters, without waiting for the remaining clusters.
A natural question that may be asked is: can a cluster
where convergence seems to have happened “change” its
convergent state? Can it start showing an increased ﬂow
after having seemingly converged? First of all, we must
ensure that the ﬂow has indeed abated for a period of a
few successive (say, 5) iterations. We did not observe
signiﬁcant ﬂows after a abatement of ﬂows lasting ﬁve
iterations. Rarely, we do see a small additional ﬂow in
such cases, for example, the ﬂow 5 → 59 shown in Fig. 2,
but as is the case in the example, it is not very large.
What about pairs of clusters where ﬂow has not abated
till a relatively late stage? We can simply ﬂag such pairs
of clusters as being “semantically related,” to be consid-

In any scatter-gather workﬂow [2], the user examines
each cluster individually during the gather phase, and decides whether it should be included in the subsequent
scatter phase. This represents another generic workﬂow
6
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Abstractly, we have a ranking of clusters based on their
convergence. We also have a retrieval ranking of clusters
based on their relevance to some information need. Can
a meaningful merger of these two rankings be done to
provide the user with the most relevant information to
their need, as quickly as it is available?

ered together for scatter-gather. This accurately reflects,
for instance, eDiscovery workflows.

4.4

Time to Measure Local Functions

With the following pragmatic choices, we can instrument
k-means for real-time local flow functions at insignificant
additional cost.
1. In order to measure the local functions Σt [i1 , i2 , 1],
we need k(k − 1) counters, one for each bidirectional
measurement of flow between each pair of clusters. The
time taken to updating each counter is dominated by the
time to compute the actual move to be made for each
document, and does not significantly increase their sum.
2. Moreover, this need not be done at every iteration,
since all we want is to detect abatement of flows. We
experimented with computing flow only at iteration 5,
10, 20, 30, and so on, yielding satisfactory results.
3. The time taken to compute labels can be significant; however, in light of the quick abatement of flows,
we can compute these labels only once, soon after iteration 5.

5
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